《The Mysterious CEO》
210 Kill both the brothers!
Bo Xiao was badly injured and was being supported by two team members while
making his way to the target place.
"757 come here and help me." Bo Xiao commanded Liu Juan and then said two
members "You two, go and help other members. I am okay with 757."
Both the team members had odd expressions on their faces as they knew Bo Xiao was
badly injured and was unable to walk properly so how could the weak Liu Juan help
him? As it was already enough that Liu Juan was able to walk by herself.
Nevertheless, they didn't question him and did as Bo Xiao commanded.
Liu Juan also felt strange as she knew that she couldn't support him properly but she
did what Bo Xiao commanded like the other two team members did.
Liu Juan supported him by having his arms on her shoulders and dragged him with her.
Liu Juan was alone and weak and her steps were also unsteady which was effecting Bo
Xiao's wounds and made him cringe in pain.
"Can't you walk properly?"
Although she wasn't badly injured like Bo Xiao, her body was still weak so it was
already enough that she hadn't taken anyone's help. However, Bo Xiao wanted her help
despite knowing her condition and furthermore, he still had the cheek to complian.
If he thought that Liu Juan should feel indebted towards him then he was wrong. It
was Bo Xiao's decision that he had saved her many times during the mission, so he
couldn't make anyone feel indebted towards him for his own decision.
Therefore, Liu Juan wouldn't have the patience to hear his complaint and she retorted
"If you have a problem with my walk, why don't you let other members help you?"

"I let you help me because I want you to do something for me!" Bo Xiao said in a low
voice so that only Liu Juan could hear it.
Liu Juan frowned with his new demand as she knew that they had already made it

clear of all of each other's demands, so what is the meaning of this new demand.
Nevertheless, she listened to him with the regard that he had saved her many times
during this mission "What is it?"
"Kill both the brothers '121' & '557'!"
Liu Juan halted as soon as she heard him. She already made a guess that those two new
leaders were brothers by looking at their resemblances. But how did Bo Xiao know
them? And why did he want to kill them?
"Don't stop here! Keep moving! Otherwise, you will let others feel suspicious." Bo
Xiao urged her to continue walking.
"Are you mad? Why are you wanting to kill our team members?" Liu Juan annoyingly
asked. As it was an absurd thing to kill people from his own team. Even though Liu
Juan didn't know them, it didn't mean she would agree with Bo Xiao to kill them right
away.
"I am telling you this for both of us. If we don't kill both of the brothers before
reaching the villa, then one out of those brothers would take control of South America
and our next mission plan would hurdle and so will you and your sister's freedom!" Bo
Xiao said in a low voice while they continued walking in a painstaking manner.
Liu Juan was startled for a moment as she had killed many people but never killed
anyone from her own team members.
"Did you not say that you will control South America if we complete this mission
successfully?" Liu Juan asked.
She wasn't part of the management so she didn't know the politics which her boss, Bo
Xiao, Xin Chao, and other members in the high position played. She just knew that
when she got a task to complete a mission, she would complete the mission with
effective planning and performance.
"Boss has sent these two brothers, that means he wants one of the brothers to control
South America. Boss never allows one to control more than one place, especially to
me when he knows that I am looking after his position. So we can't let these brothers
take control. Otherwise, all our planning and efforts would go to waste."
She knew that Bo Xiao knew about the politics which was happening in the upper
management, so if he was saying that to get the control of South America she had to
kill both the brothers, thus, she should have to kill them.
Still, she seemed to be hesitating as she wasn't the type of person who could kill

people for her own interest. If she wasn't pressured by her boss, she wouldn't have
killed anymore. Bo Xiao seemed to understand her hesitation and he felt
uncomfortable making her do what she didn't want to do. However, he wouldn't have
made her kill both the brothers if he was able to kill them.
After a while, Liu Juan sorted out her thoughts and put her and her sister's freedom on
the upper hand.
"What do you want me to do?" Liu Juan asked.
"Shot both the brothers. Don't worry. It is common to kill our own team members to
get more power in our world. So unless and until they don't know that it is you then no
one would blame you. Remember, you have to do this on your own before we reach
the villa and I might not be able to help you with this!" Bo Xiao said.
"Don't worry. Consider it done!" Liu Juan firmly said as now nothing was more
important than her and her sisters' freedom.
However, Liu Juan didn't know that trying to kill both the brothers would be a big
mistake in her life.
How???
Well, she would know when she would realize that she had fallen into the trap which
her boss and her sister had set up for her that even Bo Xiao couldn't help her to get out
of the trap and this time no matter if he wanted to or not…

